GM: Justbeer, 016 418 4141

VGM: Bibi Tulips, 012 408 1540

On Sec: Biking Sheila, 016 708 5010

On Cash: Jennifer Chin

Run: 2352
Date: 9th March 2017-03-12
Venue: Mount Pleasure
Bunny: Counterfeit
Imposter had recced the run for Counterfeit and I thought then that all we had to do was lay
paper and it would be quite easy. After 4 hours Money, Imposter and I returned to the runsite after laying the paper and it was NOT an easy trail.
Finding Imposter’s earlier laid markers, laid the previous day, was like trying to find a needle
in a haystack and the “boys’ were funny to witness in their looking. I would have smiled at
them if I hadn’t have been so tired.
The laying turned into a “Where is the next paper?” from a hash trial that took you up and
down, skirt for a bit and get stung by bees (mainly Money). We even came across a cement
mixer left by Mini Sausage on his run.
It was a virgin trail in places and familiar territory in others and an On Down that went down
and down and down on slippery shaley slopes. I must admit that I wondered about the slow
runners coming out in the light (the last came out at 8.20pm) but it was s good run if you
discounted the parts where Money got stung and going through bushes with clinging
machine gun trailing vines! But it really was a good run although a friend of the Bunny had
to turn around as he couldn’t handle the Penang hills. It wasn’t too long but was
challenging!!
In the past the hare/bunny would always recce their run before laying paper but I guess
today’s rushed life style prevents most from doing that especially if working. For those who
do it though just a word of caution. Please do not do it alone!

Anything can happen even to the most experienced of Hashers. Always take someone along
with you...just in case!
Thank you to Counterfeit for the tough run and the tasty home-cooked food.

please let the On Sec know where your run is

Run

Date

Bunny/Hare

Venue

2354

23-3-2017

Mark & Spencer

Air Itam Dam

2355

30-3-2017

Kissingher

Mount Pleasure

2356

6-4-2017

Missy

TAR College, Temple

2357

13-4-2017

Molly

Jln Tembaga, Indian Temple

2358

20-4-2017

Toddy

Bukit Gambir

2359

27-4-2017

Bibi Tulips

Leader Garden

2360

1. Our usual ‘Welcome the guest’ started the evening’s icings, with Susan, Rhia and Richard
all acknowledged. Peter the “guest who didn’t want to be known as a guest” was also
thanked.
2. The GM next called Money and Imposter to the ice for behaving as a bunch of school boys
in arguing all the way whilst setting, contradicting each other, wanting to be first and not
seeing the marker paper even though they were standing next to it.
3. Peter then also charged Money and Ian. He told a long rambling story about how in the
1980s when he was running in Penang it was so much easier. As he continued the
assembled members shouted him down with ribald comments until the Gm brought an end
to it.
4. Another charge from the floor saw Money put Counterfeit on the ice. The charge was
sending Imposter to recce the run but ALL ALONE which we think is an unsafe practice!!
5. Money continued to then charge Imposter for not being able to find his own marker
papers he laid the day before!!!
The last charge from the floor was made by Imposter against Peter. The charge was
rambling and bullshitting the circle and not getting to the point!
Bunny on ice! Many thanks to Counterfeit for the good run, tasty food and hosting the
evening.
Next week we are at the Shoplots in Permai for Handyman’s run. Please come and support.

Mickey and Minnie have been having problems for some time now. After hearing of Barbie
and Ken's breakup, they too decide to call it quits. Donald goes to Mickey to console him and
says, "She's been a problem since day one. I'm glad you finally saw that she's crazy." Mickey
looks at Donald and replies, "No, I broke up with her because she's f**king Goofy."

Mother Hash 80th Anniversary
Hash House Harriers (1938), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
is pleased to announce that it will be holding a celebration to observe its
80th Anniversary in September, 2018.
Motherhash is ready to welcome you back to the origins; be transported back
in time to where our hash forebears first germinated and gave birth to our very
realm. Gispert and his band of trailblazing initiates of 1938 will be on hand,
metaphorically, to welcome you back to our spiritual home, the HASH HOUSE.
Yes, Motherhash’s 80thAnniversary will conjunct with the unveiling of the
resurrected HASH HOUSE, albeit by necessity in a different locality.
Be the fortunate first 1000 registrants, and pay only RM350.00 for the hashing
experience of your lifetime! Registrations can be done online. Visit our website
at: www.motherhash.com, and click on the link to our 80Th Anniversary.
Please note that registrations are only accepted via our online registration
portal as mentioned above, so please help out your friends who are not so IT
savvy. We will not accept any hard copy or direct registrations. This 3 days
event is open to ladies as well.
Hardy Boy
Organising Secretary
Motherhash’s 80th Anniversary Committee

By taking part in a Hash House Harriets Penang run
or event, you agree not to hold the organisers or any
affiliated individual responsible for any injury or
mishap that may happen to you.

